YOUR COMPANY NEEDS A DATA & INFORMATION GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
HOW TO BUILD IT!

Does your company struggle with managing data? Does it feel like the right hand doesn’t know what the left is doing when it comes to information management? Do you struggle to communicate the importance of RIM principles with stakeholders, vendors, and your leadership? Does each functional area of your company employ their own data definitions, standards and rules? Does your organization have myriad disparate data repositories, tools and solutions that make compliance with your data, information, privacy, legal, and records management policies all but impossible? If so...

YOU HAVE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE!

Join Boise Valley ARMA as we show you how to build an effective Data & Information Governance Program at your company!

This talk will arm you with the information you need to get started.

- Identify use cases
- Engage your organization and get support from L1
- Align IT with legal/compliance and the business
- Form a Data & Information Governance framework and organization
- Develop a data intelligence platform
- Develop an implementation plan and roadmap
- Engage change management
- Drive and sustain the program

Tyler Head - MBA, CRA: Currently serves as the Data Governance & Data Quality Manager at Blue Cross of Idaho.

He leverages his experience in data & information governance, RIM, MIS, project management, policy and strategy development, and team building to develop better data driven outcomes. Tyler has held several roles over the years in these capacities at Blue Cross of Idaho, Simplot, and Idaho Records Management.

Tyler is passionate about designing and leading data transformation efforts resulting in greater compliance, operational efficiency, risk avoidance, and helping companies achieve enterprise strategy goals by using data & information in smarter ways.

Tyler has been active in ARMA since 2014, serving in all board member roles including president for the Boise Valley Chapter in 2018-2019.